§ 74.1290  FM translator and booster station information available on the Internet.

The Media Bureau’s Audio Division provides information on the Internet regarding FM translator and booster stations, rules, and policies at http://www.fcc.gov/mb/audio.
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76.124 Requirements for invocation of protection.
76.125 Indemnification contracts.
76.127 Satellite sports blackout.
76.128 Application of sports blackout rules.
76.130 Substitutions.

Subpart G—Cablecasting

76.205 Origination cablecasts by legally qualified candidates for public office; equal opportunities.
76.206 Candidate rates.
76.213 Lotteries.
76.225 Commercial limits in children’s programs.
76.227 [Reserved]

Subpart H—General Operating Requirements

76.309 Customer service obligations.